Abstract-We propose a discrete nonlinear controller, developed in a synchronous frame, for a parallel three-phase boost converter consisting of two modules. The basic idea, however, can be extended to a system with modules. Each of the closed-loop power-converter modules operates asynchronously without any communication with the other modules. The controller stabilizes the currents on the -axes and limits the flow of the pure-zero sequence current. It combines the space-vector modulation scheme with a variable-structure control, thereby keeping the switching frequency constant and achieving satisfactory dynamic performance.
P
ARALLEL multiphase converters have several advantages, including the capability to handle high power, high reliability, modularity, reconfigurability, less voltage or current ripple, higher efficiency, fast-dynamic response, and lower cost due to reduced cycle time and ease of manufacturing. Therefore, such converters are being increasingly used in applications, such as motor drives, power-factor-correction (PFC) equipments, and uninterruptable power supplies (UPS), distributed power-electronic systems [1] - [5] .
Traditionally, a parallel multiphase converter either has a transformer at the ac side [4] - [6] or uses separate power supplies [3] . As such, the converters are not coupled and can be designed individually. This approach, however, results in a bulky and expensive system because of the line-frequency transformer and the additional power supplies.
With the significant improvement in the integrated-power-module technology, it has now become possible and feasible to directly connect three-phase converters in parallel. A three-phase pulse-width modulation (PWM) rectifier, which operates under unity-power-factor condition and regulates the bus voltage, is a viable option for an individual module of such a parallel-converter system. One such system is shown in Fig. 1 , which has two modules; it was built in the laboratory [7] - [9] , and all of the discussion in this paper is based on this system. We refer to this system as the parallel three-phase boost converter (PTBC), and we refer to the top and the bottom three-phase PWM modules as M1 and M2, respectively. Both M1 and M2 are connected to the same dc distributed bus on the output side and to the three-phase voltage source on the input side.
A. Problem With Parallel Operation of PTBC
When two three-phase PWM modules are directly connected, circulating currents can exist in all of the phases [7] , [8] , [26] , [40] . We illustrate the problem with a simple example. Let us assume that the two modules in Fig bus-clamped space-vector modulation (SVM) [12] , [15] , [38] . The bus-clamped SVM scheme reduces the switching loss of the PTBC and increase its efficiency. As such, it is one of the most widely used modulation techniques. The hexagonal space-vector representation of the operation of the two modules is shown in Fig. 2 and the operation of the SVM is explained in detail in [36] , [38] .
For PFC applications, the bus-clamped SVM ensures that the phase carrying the highest current is connected to the bus permanently. This implies that, in Fig. 2 , to synthesize the reference voltage vector for module 1, which lies in sector 1 [21] , one should use the two active space vectors and and the zero space vector (1 1 1) in every switching cycle. For module 2 the procedure remains the same [16] .
However, in a real world it is impossible to have two modules which are identical. As such, as shown in Fig. 2 , at any instant the reference voltage vectors of the two modules may not be at the same location. The reference voltage vector for module two is in sector 2 [21] and is slightly ahead of the reference voltage for module 1. To synthesize it, one should use the zero vector instead of (1 1 1) [7] , [8] , which is used for module 1. For a standalone three-phase converter, this small change makes no significant difference in stability. However, for the PTBC if at any instant the switching states of the two modules are (1 1 1) and , respectively, then a pure zero-axis current is generated [7] , [8] , [26] , [40] . As shown in Fig. 2 , the path of this current consist of the bus capacitor and the boost inductors of the two modules. The circulating zero-axis current charges and discharges the three-phase inductors simultaneously. One of the module picks up more current, while the other module drops off a current of the same magnitude. As such, load sharing is lost. Furthermore, because the pure zero-axis current is not reflected on the -axes, a -axes controller [10] , [11] has no effect on the zero-axis current.
B. Existing Solutions and Their Shortcomings
There have been numerous publications regarding the design, operation, and control of three-phase PWM rectifiers [10] - [12] . In a balanced three-phase system, the control is usually implemented in a synchronous reference frame. Such a controller usually controls the currents on the axes only because the zero-axis current is negligible for the balanced system. However, when two three-phase PWM modules are directly connected, circulating currents can exist in all of the phases [7] , [8] . However, the zero-axis current is not reflected on the axes and hence a synchronous-frame controller (in the axes) has no effect on the zero-axis current. There are several methods proposed to reduce the cross-current between the modules [1] , [2] , [13] , [14] . Using a linear controller and space-vector modulation (SVM) schemes, which do not use the zero vectors, Xing et al. [7] , [8] have developed schemes for standardized threephase modules to reduce the cross-current. The advantage of such schemes is that the communication between the modules is minimal. However, the transient response of the PTBC is not satisfactory and the magnitude of the zero-sequence current under steady-state conditions is not shown. Korondi et al. [37] have developed a controller for a three-phase standalone inverter, which is capable of operating with an unbalanced load. The controller operates in the frame. To ensure sinusoidal output waves, the components are controlled nonideally using a hysteresis relay with an additional zero-phase-sequence elimination. Ye et al. [26] have put forward a similar idea to control a PTBC instead of a standalone converter. In this paper, we will refer to this control scheme as . The linear control scheme is simple and minimizes the zero-sequence current under steadystate condition by simply varying the duration of the zero space vector. However, if the system saturates, the control scheme will not work effectively, even under steady-state conditions. This is because, when the system saturates, the zero vector cannot be applied [39] . Furthermore, the performance of the system under dynamic conditions has not been demonstrated [26] . Finally, the implementation of this scheme requires that the duration of the zero vectors of one of the modules of the PTBC is fixed [26] .
II. NEW PROPOSITION
In this paper, we extend the work in [7] , [8] , [26] using a discrete nonlinear controller (VSC). A closed-loop PTBC is a nonlinear, nonminimum phase system. Hence, the stability of the closed-loop system using the control schemes described in [26] may not be guaranteed except in the vicinity of a periodic orbit. By using a nonlinear controller, we intend to improve the stability and the dynamic performance of the PTBC under varying operating conditions. The proposed scheme combines SVM with a variable-structure controller (VSC). We believe, this is the first time that such a control scheme has been developed to control a PTBC. Using this scheme, we can keep the frequency of the power-converter modules constant under steady state and retain the superior dynamic performance of VSC [17] , [18] even when the two modules switch asynchronously and have different switching frequencies. Hence, clock synchronization of the two modules is not necessary [7] - [9] .
III. MODELING AND ANALYSIS OF THE PARALLEL THREE-PHASE BOOST CONVERTER
In Fig. 1 , we show a schematic of a PTBC with two power modules. For each individual module, we assume that the varia- tion in the line inductance of each phase is negligible. However, the line inductances for two different modules are different. We also assume that the esr of the output capacitor is negligible and the input voltages are balanced; that is, . Based on Fig. 1 , we obtain the following differential equations (with discontinuous right-hand sides) that describe the dynamics of the PTBC (1) In (1) and for the rest of the paper, and 2. The vectors representing the phase currents and switching functions of M1 and M2 are given by (2) and (3) respectively. In (1) , and the matrices are given in Appendix I. For the PTBC, the top and bottom switches of any phase are complementary in nature. The switching functions attain a value of 1 (or 1) if the bottom (or top) switch of any phase is on. For the boost converter, can attain only eight discrete values ( ,
for feasible operation, as shown in Fig. 3 . Two of these ( and ) are the zero vectors, while the other six are the active vectors. For convenience, we will drop the notation of time from now on.
If we define the zero-sequence component of the two modules as (4) then we rewrite (1) as (5) where
. Equation (5) shows that, if the zero-sequence currents of M1 and M2 are zero, then the PTBC behaves as two independent three-phase boost converters. However, for all practical purposes, the two modules will not be identical, and hence and are not equal to zero. However, based on Fig. 1 and Kirchoff's current law, the zero-axis currents must satisfy the constraint (6) Next, we consider the generic transformation (7) where and is a nonsingular matrix (given in Appendix II). The components , , and are referred to as the active, reactive, and the zero-axis components of . Using (7) and (8) where is the line frequency, we rewrite (1) as (9) In (9) (10) where because we have assumed that the line voltages are balanced.
Using Appendices I and II, we simplify (9) to (11) Equation (11) shows that, for each module, the dynamical equations governing the currents on the axes depend only on and . The differential equations describing the zero-axis currents (for both the modules) involve a crosscoupling control term. However, if we treat as a disturbance for , then the dynamics of the three currents are governed by three fictitious but independent controls on the axes.
We note that and are not affected by . If and or vice-versa, then using (7), (11), and (12) we can show that a pure zero-sequence current flows from one module to the other and and are equal to zero. During this time, the utility is isolated from the bus. For all other switching configurations, the zero-sequence current exists but and are not equal to zero.
IV. DISCRETE CONTROLLER

A. Objectives and Architecture
The objectives of the control are three fold. First, the bus voltage should be regulated at 400 volts. Second, the phase currents of each module should be synchronous with the input phase voltages. Third, the two modules should share the power consumed by the load equally. However, these objectives have to be met by controlling the two modules as independently as possible.
The architecture of the controller is shown in Fig. 4 . The controllers for the two modules have a multiloop structure, with an outer voltage loop and an inner current loop. The only common feedback to both modules is the -axis reference current obtained from the outer voltage loop, which serves as the master. We use a common voltage loop because both modules are connected over a common dc bus. The reference currents for the -axis and the -axis are maintained equal to zero to achieve unity-power-factor operation and minimize the zero-axis interaction between the two modules. The current loops are designed to be fast so that the closed-loop system can reject the feedforward and feedback disturbances and regulate the output voltage. The outer voltage loop is designed to be slow and is based on a linear lag-lead controller with an integrator [7] , [8] , [11] , [15] .
Mazumder [40] showed that it is impossible to control all of the six currents in (2) independently. Therefore, we define the following five sliding surfaces [17] - [19] to attain the control objectives (13) where , 2. While independent control of and is possible, it is impossible to control independently without any communication between the two modules [40] . However, controlling the manifold (14) is still possible using one or more of the following alternatives: increasing the values of the line inductances, increasing the switching frequencies of the modules, eliminating the use of zero-space vectors [7] , [8] , or constraining on a reduced-order manifold [40] . The first alternative makes the size of the PTBC larger and the second one increases the switching losses and stresses of the power devices significantly. The last two options do not require an increase in the boost inductance or the switching frequency to minimize . Although using the third option we can minimize the zero-sequence current [7] , the magnitude of the zero-sequence current is higher than achieved using the last option [40] . Furthermore, implementation of option three increases the switching ripple of the current [7] , [40] . Therefore, we choose the third option.
B. Scheme
We look for stability on a reduced-order manifold, where instead of controlling (or ), we control their averages; that is, . An additional problem that we found in [40] is related to the switching frequency. Sliding-mode control tries to optimize the magnitude of switching [17] , [19] , and hence it cannot guarantee that the switching frequency is constant. However, using hysteresis (as in our analog schemes), the switching frequency can be kept reasonably constant under steady state [20] . On other hand, the control of three-phase boost converters using space-vector modulation (SVM) schemes [21] - [25] ensures a fixed switching frequency. However, the stability of these controllers, developed based on small-signal analysis, cannot be guaranteed except in the vicinity of the equilibrium solution.
In this section, we develop a discrete control scheme for the current-loop of the PTBC. The objective of the current loop is to stabilize the PTBC on the axes and keep the zero-axis disturbance bounded. The outer loop of the overall control system that regulates the bus voltage is designed using a linear controller such that the impact of the higher-order line frequencies on the closed-loop system is minimized.
An important feature of the discrete control scheme is that it keeps the switching frequency constant by combining VSC with SVM techniques. The control scheme can be combined with any SVM scheme. However, not all of the SVM techniques can be used to reject the disturbance due to the zero-axis currents [8] . Therefore, we chose the SVM scheme outlined in [7] , [8] , [26] to control the zero-axis current. In any given switching cycle, this SVM scheme synthesizes a reference voltage vector (see Fig. 3 ) using two zero vectors and two active vectors. For example, if is in Sector I, then it is synthesized as [21] - [25] (15) where . Having selected the SVM scheme, we need to express and in discrete form to implement the current loop using the DVSC. The discrete form of is a map of the form (16) where , , and . To obtain the map (16), we first solve for (using (11)) in each time interval of the space-vector modulated waveform. One such waveform is shown in Fig. 5 , which is valid only for Sector I. We start by solving for and in Sector I for each interval of time. Once we obtain all of the solutions, we obtain a map that relates and at the end of a switching cycle with those at the beginning. Subsequently, using this map, which is valid only for Sector I, we obtain the generalized map (16) . Fig. 5 shows that, although there are seven intervals of time in a given switching cycle, only three of them are distinct. Using (11), (12) , and noting that (7) relates to , we rewrite the dynamical equations for and in each of these distinct intervals of time as time interval a-b, d-e, and g-h (17) The closed-form solution of (17) is [27] - [30] (20)
where represents the sub-sampling period in the sampling period, is the initial value of at the beginning of the sub-interval, and is the duration of the sub-interval. A closed-form solution of (18) is not possible. To proceed further, we assume that the bus voltage is constant through out a sampling interval. Then the solution of (18) is given by (21) To obtain the closed-form solution of (21), we let (22) which implies that (23) Using (22) and (23), we rewrite (21) using hyperbolic functions as (24) Now, the eigenvalues of are distinct, and hence we can write as (25) where is the modal matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of . The matrix is diagonal and its elements are the eigenvalues of . As such, is also a diagonal matrix. Using (25), we rewrite (24) as (26) where is the identity matrix having the same dimension as . Finally, we obtain the closed-form solution of (26) as (27) The solution of (19) can be found directly from (27) by replacing with and with . If the switching frequency of the PTBC is high, then we can assume that during one switching cycle is constant. Therefore, (27) simplifies to (28) Then, using (28), we obtain the solution of (19) as (29) Using (20), (28) , and (29) and knowing that (30) we obtain the map (31) where (32) Using (33) we convert (31) to the following form: (34) where is a diagonal matrix. Using the procedure described above, we obtain maps similar to (34) for Sectors II-VI. Now that we have obtained the discrete form of , we define the following sliding surfaces to control the currents on the axes (35) The stability of the sliding surfaces is determined using the discrete Lyapunov function (36) For stability [31] - [34] (37)
Map (34) shows that the sliding surfaces and have independent control, and hence the stability condition (37) is simplified to (38) Condition (38) is satisfied if we chose (39) and determine based on (39) . In (39) , and are scalar parameters that determine how fast the closed-loop system reaches the quasisliding surface. Substituting (35) into (39), we obtain (40) and then determine . We then use (33) to obtain , , and from . While deriving the duration of the zero vectors, we did not distinguish between the vectors and . However, to control the zero-axis current, such a distinction is necessary. Let us rewrite the total duration of the zero vectors in a given switching cycle as
It has been shown in [26] that for the PTBC, if , then by assigning to and to , one can minimize the effect of the zero-axis current. The parameter is the output of a feedback loop of M1 that regulates the zero-axis current to zero [26] . If, however, assigning is not possible (for reasons of flexibility), then one can obtain the zero vectors as a combination of the active vectors. For example, one can synthesize a reference vector (for M1) in Sector I as (42) Although this scheme increases the flexibility of operation, it can not completely control the circulation of the zero-axis current. Hence, the zero-axis disturbance can be controlled by the size of the line inductor and the switching frequency of the converter.
V. RESULTS
We present simulation results obtained by closing the PTBC using three different controllers. The first one is a conventional -axes controller, which is described in [10] , [11] . The second controller is due to Ye et al. [26] . The third is our proposed discrete nonlinear controller. The values of the nominal parameters for the PTBC are listed in Table I . The load is chosen to be resistive in nature and has a magnitude of . However, the proposed control scheme can be applied to systems that involve other types of loads because they are independent of the load type.
For all the three controllers and as shown in Fig. 4 , the outer voltage loop, which regulates the bus voltage at 400 volts, has been chosen to have a slower dynamic response as compared to that of the inner current loops to ensure stability of the overall system [35] . The choice of the parameters for the voltage loop are based on the results of [15] . The output of the voltage controller serves as the reference for the -axis current. The reference for the -axis current is set to zero for unity power-factor operation. The -axis current reference for and is set to zero to minimize circulating current between the two power modules of the PTBC. The choice of the controller parameters for the current loop of the conventional -axes controller and are described in [10] , [11] and [26] , respectively. Design of the current controller for is outlined in Section IV-B. To close the current loops in or frames, the stationary frame currents in (2) are transformed to synchronous frame using the transformation described in Appendix II. For all the three controllers, the output of the current-loop controllers are used to derive the reference voltage vector (shown in Fig. 3 ), which is then used to obtain the durations for which the active and zero space vectors are turned on. The procedure to obtain these time durations for conventional -axes controller and are described in [10] , [11] and [26] , respectively. For the , durations for the active and zero states are obtained using (30) , (33) , (40) , and (41).
Using a conventional controller [7] , [8] , [11] , [15] operating with the bus-clamped SVM [8] , [36] , we show in Fig. 6 the steady-state responses obtained for the case in which the parameters of M1 and M2 are equal to the nominal values and the switching instants of the two modules are half a switching cycle apart (interleaved operation) [7] , [8] . Clearly, the phase currents are balanced. The two modules operate with interleaving to minimize the ripple in the output voltage. We chose the bus-clamped SVM scheme [8] to reduce the switching loss of the PTBC and increase its efficiency. In addition, for power-factor-correction (PFC) applications, the bus-clamped SVM scheme is the most favorable because, in a given sector, the phase carrying the highest current is connected to the bus permanently [36] , [38] .
In practice, it is impossible to manufacture two identical modules. In fact, it is not uncommon to have variations in the circuit parameters of the order of 5%. To simulate one such scenario, we reduce by 5% from its nominal value, but keep the values of all of the other parameters of M1 equal to their nominal values. Moreover, we keep the values of the parameters of M2 equal to their nominal values. Furthermore, the two modules operate with interleaving and use the same SVM scheme [8] . In Fig. 7 , we show that, even though there is only a minor difference in one of the parameters of the two modules, the phase currents in each module are no more balanced.
In Fig. 8 , we show projections of the averaged values of the unbalanced phase currents (of M1) in the frame onto the axes. It show that, while the and components on the plane still rotate in a circle, the zero-axis component oscillates up and down. The flow of the zero-sequence current causes a strong oscillation in the phase currents of the two modules. Consequently, the load sharing between M1 and M2 is poor. Thus, the performance of a conventional control scheme is not satisfactory even under small parametric variations.
In Fig. 9 , we demonstrate the steady-state performance of the PTBC operating with [26] . The values of the parameters are the same as those used to obtain Figs. 9 and 10. We see that, by controlling the zero-sequence current in addition to the currents, the steady-state performance becomes satisfactory. Although the zero-sequence current is not eliminated, its overall effect is minimized.
Next, we explore the dynamic performances of the PTBC using our proposed control scheme and under further variations in the parameters of the two modules. The switching frequencies of M1 and M2 are set at 16 kHz and 32 kHz, respectively, to replicate the conditions in [26] . In real life, the two modules will be physically apart, and hence synchronization of the clocks is expensive and not reliable [8] , [9] . Hence, to increase the redundancy of operation, we switch M1 and M2 asynchronously. To test the robustness of under parametric variation, we reduce by 5% from its nominal value. We test the robustness of by reducing by 5% and 15%, an even larger variation in its nominal value. The larger variation in , which makes paralleling M1 and M2 even more difficult [8] , is chosen to test the robustness of the non- Although CS operates with a larger variation in L , its performance is good. Using CS , there is more than a 30% undershoot in i immediately after the disturbances.
linear controller under extreme conditions. For both the control schemes, the values of all of the other parameters are kept equal to their nominal values. We found that, using the proposed control scheme, the performance for smaller variations in is excellent. Due to the limitation in space and to avoid duplication, we only demonstrate the performance of for the larger (15%) variation in . If the closed-loop system performs satisfactorily for large parametric variations, it will certainly perform satisfactorily for small parametric variations.
Having set the operating parameters, we determine the response of the PTBC (using and ) under smalland large-signal feedforward and feedback disturbances: four cases are considered. For both cases, we investigate the performance of the PTBC by determining the drop in its bus voltage, the change in its reactive and active currents, the power factor, and the current sharing between the modules. The performance of the proposed control scheme is satisfactory, even though it operates with a larger variation in L . The performance of CS , for case four, is not satisfactory. Besides, CS has a slower recovery time for case three. For case one, we subject the PTBC, operating in steady-state, to a sudden change in the input voltage. Initially, the input voltage is set equal to its nominal value, and after the transient, it is assumed to decrease to 30% of its nominal value. We begin by investigating the drop in the bus voltage. The results are shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b) . We find out that the dip in the bus voltage is maximum when the PTBC is operated using . In addition, for this control scheme, the recovery time for the bus voltage is longer. The ripple in the bus voltage obtained using is marginally higher than that obtained with because the former operates with and compared to and for . Thus, even with a larger parametric variation, the performance of the proposed control scheme are better than that obtained using the control scheme proposed by Ye et al. [26] . Case two is similar to case one, except that the drop in the input voltage is larger, 50% of its nominal value. We plot the changes in the bus voltage obtained with all of the control schemes. Fig. 10(c) and (d) show that, with a larger feedforward disturbance, the dip in the bus voltage is larger and the recovery time is longer for all of the control schemes. However, the drop in the bus voltage and the recovery time obtained with , are, respectively, larger and longer than those obtained with even though is implemented for a smaller variation in .
For case three, we subject the PTBC, operating in steadystate, to a sudden change in the load resistance from 6 to 4 (nominal value). Fig. 11(a) and (b) show that the change in the bus voltage obtained using is smaller than that obtained with . Moreover, the recovery time obtained using is longer. Finally, for case four, we subject the PTBC to an even larger change in the load resistance from 400 (almost no load) to full load (4 ) . The results are shown in Fig. 11(b) and (d) . We see that the regulation of the bus voltage, immediately after the disturbance, is the poorest when the PTBC is controlled using . Moreover, the recovery time of the bus voltage obtained with is the longest. Next, we investigate the performances of the inner current loops for all cases under feedforward and feedback disturbances. The higher the disturbance rejection capability of these loops is, the lesser the impact of these disturbances on the bus voltage is. Using the same procedure as described above, we first investigate the response of the -axis (active) current using both the control schemes. Fig. 12(a) and (b) show the response of the active current of M1 (i.e., ) for case one. Later on, we will show the currents of both modules. We see from the figures that, using the proposed control scheme, the PTBC does not have any undershoot after the feedforward disturbance. However, the parallel converter shows a significant drop in the when using . Because of this undershoot, the drops in the For case two, the obtained using and are shown in Fig. 12(c) and (d) , respectively. The overall responses are similar to those obtained in case one. However, the recovery times using all schemes increase. Moreover, when the PTBC operates with , there is a further increase in the undershoot of . The ripple in the using is higher because they operate with and as compared to and for . The responses of for cases three and four, shown in Fig. 13(a)-(d) , are self explanatory and similar to those obtained for cases one and two. We see that the performance of the PTBC operating with suffers considerably for large load disturbances. No such shortcoming was observed for the proposed control scheme. Therefore, even with larger parametric variations, the disturbance rejection capabilities of the proposed control scheme is better than that of .
We then investigate the response of the -axis (reactive) current of the PTBC for both the cases. The results are shown in Figs. 14 and 15 for M1. We see that, under steady-state conditions, the average of obtained using all control schemes is about zero. As such, the input power factor of the PTBC is close to unity. However, for either a large disturbance in the load or the input voltage, is unable to maintain the average of at zero immediately after the disturbance. As such, the perfect decoupling between and is lost and the rate of transfer of power from the input to the load deteriorates [15] . For , does not have any undershoot after the disturbances. Therefore, it follows from Figs. 12-15 that, unlike , the proposed control scheme maintains decoupling even under severe feedforward or feedback disturbances and hence is more robust [15] .
Next, we investigate the sharing of the line currents between M1 and M2, when the PTBC is subjected to a large disturbance in either the voltage (case two) or the load (case four). Fig. 16 (a) and (c) show the performance of the PTBC for case two using and . For this case, we see that the best transient response is achieved using . The recovery time of the PTBC obtained with is the largest. Moreover, immediately after the change in the voltage, there is an undershoot and an overshoot in two of the phase currents, which are not evident in the responses obtained with the proposed control scheme. Fig. 16 (b) and (d) show the performance of the PTBC for case four using and , respectively. The response of the PTBC obtained with is significantly inferior to that of the proposed control scheme, both in terms of the response time and current sharing. Thus, even with a larger parametric variation, the performance of is better than that of . Finally, we show the impact of the control schemes and on the steady-state ripples of the phase currents (in the frame) and on the zero-axis current that circulates between the two modules in Fig. 17(a)-(d) . For all of these plots, we chose and . All other parameters are kept the same as before. We note that, the smaller the magnitude of the zero-axis current is, the more effective the load sharing between the two modules is. The steady-state ripple and the zero-axis current obtained using both schemes are practically the same.
VI. CONCLUSION
We compare the performances of the proposed controller with a conventional -axes controller [7] and another controller, which was recently proposed by Ye et al. [26] . We find that the conventional -axes controller fails to stabilize the PTBC even for slight parametric variations of the two modules. This is because the conventional -axes controller does not control the current on the zero axis, which is perpendicular to the -axes.
The controller proposed by Ye et al. [26] performs better than the conventional -axes controller. However, its transient response, when the input voltage and the load drop to about 30% of their nominal values, is inferior to the proposed control scheme. For even larger disturbances, the dynamic performance of the controller proposed by Ye et al. [26] suffers considerably. We find that, if the input voltages drops to 50% of its rated value then, the dips in the bus voltage and the active current are about 25% and 35%, respectively, of their nominal values. For the same disturbance, using the proposed control scheme, the drop in the bus voltage is about 15%. The active current does not show any undershoot. When the PTBC is subjected to a change in the load from almost no load to full load, the control scheme proposed by Ye et al. [26] barely stabilizes the system. The undershoot and the overshoot in the bus voltage and the active currents are about 25% and 28%, respectively. Furthermore, the recovery time is considerably longer than obtained with the proposed control scheme. The drop in the bus voltage, using the proposed control scheme, is about 16% of its nominal value. Besides, the active current does not show any undershoot.
The effectiveness of the controller proposed by Ye et al. [26] deteriorates under saturated conditions because the zero vectors cannot be applied [26] . Under saturated conditions, the proposed control shares the same limitation as that proposed by Ye et al. [26] . However, unlike the latter, the proposed controller guarantees global stability within the boundary layer [40] . That is why its transient performance is better.
The proposed discrete controller combines space-vector modulation with variable-structure controller within the boundary layer. This ensures that under steady-state condition, the switching frequency of the parallel three-phase boost converter is constant.
The operation of the proposed controller does not require any communication between the modules. Therefore, the proposed controller has high redundancy and can be extended to a parallel three-phase converter operating with more than two modules. Furthermore, using the new controller the modules operate asynchronously with different switching frequencies in the presence of variations in circuit parameters.
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